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When it comes to contemporary war, The Devils of Eden is one of the most accurate
stories written. The memoir is told from the perspective of a paratrooper from the arrival
at his unit, through the occupation of Firebase Gardez in eastern Afghanistan. The
narrative follows a squad of recon paratroopers for a four month period of what was
called by Time Magazine, the most dangerous place on earth. Each character is a
disparate representation of the array of attitudes and perspectives concerning life in
contemporary American the Afghanistan War, and the human condition in general.
Get your FREE video on '5 steps to success' by the author. Visit
www.shutupandtakeaction.com for your I had been talking about what I wanted to do
for years, after deceiving myself and getting fed up of not seeing results a voice in my
head told me that, "Success is not by magic, it's by work. You need to SHUT UP AND
TAKE ACTION!" That's why you are reading this... SHUT UP & TAKE ACTION is a no
nonsense guide to SUCCESS & HAPPINESS. It's designed to give you the courage
and tools to do the things you've always wanted to do but didn't because you allowed
yourself to get stuck in the land of EXCUSES and SELF DOUBT. No more excuses it's time to SHUT UP & TAKE ACTION! You deserve better and that will only come if
you wake up, stop feeling sorry for yourself and take responsibility. Remember success
is not by magic, it's by work! There are 4 levels of actions we take: We Doubt We
Dabble We Do We Dominate This book is divided into 4 parts: Part 1 - How it all got
started! Part 2 - The shut up & take action mindset Part 3 - The 31 day challenge Part 4
- The next level Learn to deal with your inner voice How to control doubt The secret
weapon for daily success The power of discipline How to build a team How to handle
negative friendships How to bounce back from setbacks This book was written for you
because it's time for you to start living the life you deserve. STOP lying to yourself and
get a grip on reality. What you want, won't drop out of the sky. It will be difficult, boring
and frustrating but in the end you'll love the results!
Who Is on Call for You? Whether they walk, or are wheeled, or are carried in, every
person in the ER has a unique story to tell. And every one of them needs an angel.
Bestselling author Robert Lesslie (over 400,000 books sold) invites you to experience
the heart-pounding drama he's witnessed firsthand during his 30-plus years as an ER
doctor. Go on call with Dr. Lesslie and encounter an unusual injury that puts two burly
bikers flat on their backs a resilient cancer patient with an indomitable spirit a doctor's
mixed emotions over a young woman's tragic overdose a medical instructor's
unforgettable lesson on the importance of observation a pair of overzealous caregivers
who give an elderly man the scare of a lifetime In these touching true stories (and many
more), you'll discover that angels come in many forms, sent by a caring God who is
always on call when you need Him most.
With the hilarious “instant cult classic” Seagalogy: A Study of the Ass-Kicking Films of
Steven Seagal, Vern wrote a book that shook the very foundations of film criticism,
broke their wrists, and then threw them through a window. Now he’s back, and this
time he’s got all of ‘the films of badass cinema’ in his sights... From Die Hard to The
Discrete Charm of the Bourgeoisie, Transformers to Mary Poppins, Vern has an opinion
on everything, and he’s not shy about sharing them...
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Volume Three covers Jackson's reelection to the presidency and the weighty issues
with which he was faced: the nullification crisis, the tragic removal of the Indians
beyond the Mississippi River, the mounting violence throughout the country over
slavery, and the tortuous efforts to win the annexation of Texas.
The first study of the political culture of Jackson and his compatriots.
Dubbed "Stonewall" after the battle of First Manassas in July 1861, Thomas Jackson
has long been revered as a brilliant military leader and tactician and one of the most
adroit Confederate commanders. The man himself is a study in contrasts: as feared by
his enemies as he was beloved by his men. And in the eyes of some, his humble and
sincere Christian faith seemed at odds with his reputation as a ferocious warrior.
Jackson was graduated from West Point in 1846, participated in the Mexican War in
1848, and accepted a teaching position at the Virginia Military Institute in 1851,
resigning his commission in the army a year later. When he left VMI ten years later to
join the Confederate army, immediately he was commissioned a colonel and within
months promoted to the rank of brigadier general. His battlefield successes against
numerically superior Union armies made him a legend in both the South and the North.
Mortally wounded by his own troops in May 1863, he "more than anyone else,
personified the compelling and the virtuous in what the subsequent generation would
label 'The Lost Cause.'" -- James I. Robertson Jr. All Things for Good is a thoughtful
addition to the Leaders in Action Series. In it J. Steven Wilkins challenges some of the
myths that surround Jackson and celebrates his devout Christian beliefs. Book jacket.
Is It Possible That There Is One Single, Super-Powerful Secret Of Success Of Far
Greater Importance Than All Others? Marketing and business-building gurus Dustin
Mathews and Dan S. Kennedy have joined forces to deliver the 'the ultimate resource'
for action-oriented individuals seeking to explode their income and develop competitive
advantages that will endure the toughest of times. Transform Your Life & Business With
Million Dollar Advice & Wisdom When you study success, successful people and
successful businesses, you will find that they all have many, many differences and a
few very important commonalities. Focusing on the commonalities is the premise of the
classic 'Think And Grow Rich' and the modern day Tony Robbins. The Ultimate
Success Secret has made the pursuit of success even easier by isolating THE ONE
'behavioral commonality' shared, used and relied on as a source of power by ALL
exceptionally successful individuals. Virtually every great success and business
breakthrough encountered by the authors has been the result of applying this single
strategy, that you'll soon discover inside this book. Take the authors challenge and
discover the The Ultimate Success Secret through a fascinating look at many superachievers' experiences as well as many of their own. Those who live life 'large' do share
a single, ultimate secret. Through the stories, experiences and examples we've
assembled in this book, you can now discover that very secret and get it working for
you.
Motivate your learners to succeed with Action Jackson! From motivational speaker and
founder of Fix Up Seminars, Action Jackson, comes an inspirational guide offering a
tried-and-tested method that enables primary and secondary teachers to motivate
young people and unlock their potential for success. Many learners are plagued with
the fear of failure, anxious about self-image and apathetic towards the future. Are we,
as educators, not responsible for helping them navigate through life and empowering
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them to unlock their potential? Happy School 365 is packed with 21 easy-to-implement
ideas to motivate young people to achieve academic and personal success, helping
them to make the most of school and life, build better relationships with teachers and
develop a sense of self-worth, focus and discipline. Dividing his approach into five
stages – the manifesto, the mission, the mindset, the method and the miracle – Jackson
sets out a vision for what this method can achieve: well-rounded individuals who are
agents of change for humanity. This is the must-have guide for all teachers looking to
play their part in developing a generation that is happy, healthy and successful.
WHEN DANGER ARRIVES, REAL MEN TAKE ACTION Detective Andrew Logan
hears that Detective Antonia Oliver is back in town. It's been four years since they were
involved in a hot, heavy, and steamy affair. Andrew's life gets complicated when Toni is
assigned as his new partner. Paired together, they try hard to ignore the sexual
chemistry that's stronger than ever between them. One homicide investigation turns
deadly and Toni's life is in danger. Andrew goes into action, determined to protect the
woman he's trying his damnedest not to fall in love with.
Contents: Election Year; Abolitionist; Indians; Lincoln; Tocqueville in America; Society
in democracy; Near Columbus; Stevens; A tough stand; Fredonia; Lincoln's
partnership; Bank situation; State; Garrison; A shower of meteors; Margaretta the
abolitionist; Opposition to Jackson; New York Riot; Ursuline; Vandalia; Norwegian;
Reformer; Van Buren.
"Given the weaponization of cultural and ideological differences in politics, education,
and social media today, the need to understand and fight prejudice is urgent. This
second edition of Lynne Jackson's seminal text presents a significantly updated review
of the psychological underpinnings of prejudicial thoughts and behaviors. Jackson
synthesizes new research from various areas of psychology to analyze contemporary
examples of prejudice, including anti-immigrant policies, police violence against
minorities, anti-woman and LGBTQ backlash, and ageist cultural biases. She also
explores frequently overlooked issues related to prejudice, such as environmental
inequality and speciesism. Drawing from literature in evolutionary, developmental,
social, and personality psychology, Jackson explores the biological and environmental
roots of prejudice, including how people develop essentialist views in childhood and
learn to favor ingroup members and dehumanize outgroup members. She draws
connections between these beliefs and other social justice issues showing how they
give rise to greater social problems like inequality and political polarization. She also
offers readers a blueprint for overcoming these deeply embedded biases by improving
intergroup attitudes and building communities to create progressive social change"-Imagines Jackson Pollock at work during the creation of one of his paint-swirled and
splattered canvasses.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald
Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across
the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from
politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to
reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating
New York as both a place and an idea.
In a few short months in the Shenandoah Valley, Stonewall Jackson rewrote military
history. Accompanied by George Patton's great-uncle and a staff of able subordinates,
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the Bible-quoting general used his own unique view of past military doctrine to defeat a
series of converging enemy armies. American military strategy has never been the
same since. Jackson's aggressive personality enabled him to constantly maintain the
initiative. While cloaking his own operations in tight security, he was often able to
discern the aims of his opponent. Frequently outnumbered, he managed to keep enemy
units separated, and to defeat them in detail. Jackson was able to co-ordinate infantry,
cavalry, and artillery operations, and was particularly successful in turning the normally
slow-moving infantry into an effective mobile strike force.Jackson's Valley Campaign is
supplemented by sidebars on famous units, weapons, incidents, and in-depth
personality profiles of Jackson and his opponents. Complete orders of battle and
special maps that clearly illustrate Jackson's operational doctrine are enhanced by
unique charts that show the distances and rates of march of Jackson's "foot cavalry"
between all major points in the Shenandoah Valley.In the long-awaited revision of his
out-of-print classic, the author describes Jackson's war of maneuver and the tactical
ideas it represented, without losing sight of the individuals and units on both sides who
tested military theory with their lives. John C. Frémont, "Napoleon" Banks, Turner
Ashby, Belle Boyd, the Louisiana Tigers, Blenker's German Division, and the Stonewall
Brigade all live again in this colorful but thoughtfully written account.
From Anger to Action tells the stories of the citizens' movements charting new paths to
tackle the big global challenges that lie behind the political upheavals of our times.
Drawing on candid insights from citizens, activists, and innovators, and their own
experiences as leaders of internationally recognized advocacy organizations, the
authors give an insider account of the battle for change and how it can be won – as well
as trenchant criticism of where traditional civil society has lost its way and needs
renewal. While unflinching on the dangers of the current political crises, the book offers
hard-edged hope and a vision for citizen-led change to reshape our fractured politics.
We meet communities in economically-battered towns welcoming refugees and Syrian
peacebuilders reaching across impossible divides, go behind the scenes with Fairtrade
banana farmers and hear of frenzied climate campaigners pushing divestment from oil
companies and using social media to drive change. Lamb and Jackson explore how
citizens’ movements are transforming our global politics, refashioning internationalism
and fighting back against narrow nationalism. The book analyses why some
movements secure lasting change – and others fail. And they show how these insights
could shape a wider strategy for grassroots-up transformation. From Anger to Action
will be of interest to social activists and anyone interested in social movements, global
change, and civil society.
Action JacksonMacmillan
Traffic Tickets—What a Pain Every police officer is issued a traffic summons book when he is
assigned to a district. The supervisors have what we used to call a quota on tickets issued.
When an officer is assigned to the traffic division, he is expected to write at least eight moving
violations a shift. But that is all he has to do; he doesn’t handle any crime scenes or domestic
disturbances or whatever else comes along. On occasion, he has to handle a traffic accident,
but that’s about all. Don’t get me wrong. I hated to write tickets, especially moving violations
like red lights, speeding, or no left turn. Parking tickets were also a pain in the ass; all they
accomplish is that the poor soul that gets the ticket now hates you. I guess that they are a
necessity though, and maybe in some way they help keep drivers from getting too crazy
behind the wheel of their car or truck. Personally, I would rather be out in the street locking up
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bad guys and harassing gang bangers. Some of these traffic guys really like working traffic,
giving out their quota of summons, and putting a few drunk drivers in jail before they kill
somebody or themselves. People that get stopped by the police for a traffic violation really
come up with some original excuses. I remember an elderly lady that we stopped for driving
the wrong way on a one-way street. This violation is usually an open-and-shut case. When I
asked her for her driver’s license and explained why we had stopped her, she called me a liar
and asked why wasn’t I out chasing down dope dealers or communists instead of bothering a
woman alone in a car trying to get home. 20 DON HERION No matter what I said to her, she
had a look of hate in her eyes; and if she had a gun, she would have shot me dead. When I
began opening the summons book to write her the ticket, she pulled an acting job on me that
was a beauty. The first thing she did was to roll her eyes up in her head and then grab her
heart like she was going to have a heart attack right there. Well, needless to say, she hit the
right button and her act worked. Even though I knew she was probably faking it, I didn’t want
to take a chance of her dropping dead in front of me. I asked her if she needed an ambulance
or wanted to be taken to the nearest hospital. She said that she only lived two blocks from
there and that her heart pills were in her bathroom. She explained that if she got them, she
was sure to be OK. Well, at this point, I was pretty aggravated and couldn’t imagine myself
giving this wacky broad mouth-to-mouth resuscitation if she was telling the truth. Of course, I
told her that we would be glad to drive her home if she couldn’t drive. She said no, that she felt
better, and she thought that she could drive home OK. I said, “OK, lady, under the
circumstances, I won’t give you a ticket this time but that you had better be more alert in the
future.” I just knew that I made this old broad’s day when she thought she really bullshitted me
about the heart attack. To top it off, when she was driving away, she winked at me and said,
“Thanks, Officer, have a nice day.” The best part of all is when I got back in the squad car, my
partner Bob was just shaking his head and laughing. It seems that he had stopped this old
witch in the past for doing the same thing and she pulled the heart attack routine on him too.
He admitted that he didn’t want to take a chance and have the old broad drop dead on him
either and gave her a pass. The thing that got him was when her eyes went up in her head and
all he could see was the whites of her eyes. Later on, we talked to a few of the other guys that
were working in that part of the district, and they all had stopped her for doing the same thing,
driving the wrong way on a one-way street. They all witnessed her heart attack routine, and
none of them gave her a ticket. I thought, your day will come, you old bitty. Not only will I give
her a ticket,
Kendu leads the life of an average hustler, with his beautiful wife Diamond at home and a
smooth operation that he runs with his best friend Deuce. When Kendu and Deuce cross the
wrong person, though, Kendu's life suddenly takes a turn for the worst. Now in debt to his
enemy, Kendu must choose his next move wisely or it could cost him everything. Add to the
mix a concerned wife; a disloyal partner; and Perry, a successful businessman by day and a
coldhearted serial killer by night, and you've got a recipe for pure mayhem. Follow Boston
George as he takes you on an unforgettable journey, reminding you that it's not always wise to
keep your enemies close.
The FBI's most famous mafia fighter recounts the career of Tony "The Ant" Spilotro, a young
thug from the streets of Chicago who became the Cosa Nostra's top executioner in Las Vegas.
By the author of War of the Godfathers. Reprint.
A picture book about the making of Martha Graham's Appalachian Spring, her most famous
dance performance Martha Graham : trailblazing choreographer Aaron Copland : distinguished
American composer Isamu Noguchi : artist, sculptor, craftsman Award-winning authors Jan
Greenberg and Sandra Jordan tell the story behind the scenes of the collaboration that created
APPALACHIAN SPRING, from its inception through the score's composition to Martha's
intense rehearsal process. The authors' collaborator is two-time Sibert Honor winner Brian
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Floca, whose vivid watercolors bring both the process and the performance to life.
Read it!” —Jess Walter, New York Times bestselling author of Beautiful Ruins "[R]ollicking
good fun.” —New York Times Book Review "A tour-de-force." —Laura Miller, Slate In a world
beset by amassing forces of darkness, one organization—the Regional Office—and its coterie of
super-powered female assassins protects the globe from annihilation. At its helm, the
mysterious Oyemi and her oracles seek out new recruits and root out evil plots. Then a
prophecy suggests that someone from inside might bring about its downfall. And now, the
Regional Office is under attack. Recruited by a defector from within, Rose is a young assassin
leading the attack, eager to stretch into her powers and prove herself on her first mission.
Defending the Regional Office is Sarah—who may or may not have a mechanical arm—fiercely
devoted to the organization that took her in as a young woman in the wake of her mother’s
sudden disappearance. On the day that the Regional Office is attacked, Rose’s and Sarah’s
stories will overlap, their lives will collide, and the world as they know it just might end.
Weaving in a brilliantly conceived mythology, fantastical magical powers, teenage crushes, and
kinetic fight scenes, The Regional Office Is Under Attack! is a seismically entertaining debut
novel about revenge and allegiance and love.
Tools for Radical Democracy is an essential resource forgrassroots organizers and leaders,
students of activism andadvocacy, and anyone trying to increase the civic participation
ofordinary people. Authors Joan Minieri and Paul Getsos share storiesand tools from their
nationally recognized and award-winning workof building a community-led organization,
training communityleaders, and conducting campaigns that changed public policy anddelivered
concrete results to tens of thousands of people. Thishow-to manual includes: · Indepthanalysis of how to launch and win a campaign · Tools andguidelines for training people to
lead their own campaigns andorganizations · Insights forusing technology effectively, building
more powerful alliances, andengaging in the social justice movement

Was the man who lent his name to "Jacksonian America" a rough-hewn
frontiersman? A powerful, victorious general? Or merely a man of will?
Separating myth from reality, John William Ward here demonstrates how Andrew
Jackson captured the imagination of a generation of Americans and came to
represent not just leadership but the ideal of courage, foresight, and ability.
In this two-volume set, a series of expert contributors look at what it means to be
a boy growing up in North America, with entries covering everything from toys
and games, friends and family, and psychological and social development. • 166
entries on specific aspects of boyhood life in North America today, ranging from
boy-centered toys, games, and media to issues of masculinity and confusing
notions of manhood • Expert contributors from a variety of academic and
professional disciplines, providing insight into a range of issues related to the
lives of North American boys • Bibliographic listings of works cited and further
reading in print and online • A comprehensive index
WHEN DANGER ARRIVES, REAL MEN TAKE ACTION Dakota (Dak) Navarro,
wealthy entrepreneur, international playboy and jet-setter, arrives in Miami for the
wedding of his friend, Andrew Logan. He is hoping to see Dr. Amelia Courson,
the woman he met two years earlier at another wedding - that of his good friend
and her brother, Stonewall Courson. Dr. Amelia Courson feels that lately, she is
taking care of everyone but herself. She is long overdue for a vacation and wants
to let go and get wild. She has heard about Dak's "love-them-and-leave-them",
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"no-strings-attached" attitude, and since she is not looking for love either, Amelia
feels Dak is just what this doctor orders. Dak is a man of action and is ready to
whisk Amelia away on his private jet to an exotic location...for R, R, and R - rest,
relaxation, and rolling between the sheets. What Dak does not count on is
keeping them both alive when danger comes knocking at their door.
During the Civil War and throughout the rest of the nineteenth century there was
no star that shone brighter than that of a small red horse who was known as
Stonewall Jackson’s Little Sorrel. Robert E. Lee’s Traveller eventually became
more familiar but he was mostly famous for his looks. Not so with the little sorrel.
Early in the war he became known as a horse of great personality and charm, an
eccentric animal with an intriguing background. Like Traveller, his enduring fame
was due initially to the prominence of his owner and the uncanny similarities
between the two of them. The little red horse long survived Jackson and
developed a following of his own. In fact, he lived longer than almost all horses
who survived the Civil War as well as many thousands of human veterans. His
death in 1886 drew attention worthy of a deceased general, his mounted remains
have been admired by hundreds of thousands of people since 1887, and the final
burial of his bones (after a cross-country, multi-century odyssey) in 1997 was the
occasion for an event that could only be described as a funeral, and a wellattended one at that. Stonewall Jackson’s Little Sorrel is the story of that horse.
An award-winning journalist takes a look at extraordinary canines, presenting real
stories from the September 11th attacks on the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon, along with historical and scientific facts and dramatic photos in color
and b&w.
Most people vaguely imagine Andrew Jackson as a jaunty warrior and a man of
the people, but he was much more—a man just as complex and controversial as
Jefferson or Lincoln. Now, with the first major reinterpretation of his life in a
generation, historian Andrew Burstein brings back Jackson with all his audacity
and hot-tempered rhetoric. The unabashedly aggressive Jackson came of age in
the Carolinas during the American Revolution, migrating to Tennessee after he
was orphaned at the age of fourteen. Little more than a poorly educated frontier
bully when he first opened his public career, he was possessed of a controlling
sense of honor that would lead him into more than one duel. As a lover, he fled to
Spanish Mississippi with his wife-to-be before she was divorced. Yet when he
was declared a national hero upon his stunning victory at the Battle of New
Orleans, Jackson suddenly found the presidency within his grasp. How this brash
frontiersman took Washington by storm makes a fascinating story, and Burstein
tells it thoughtfully and expertly. In the process he reveals why Jackson was so
fiercely loved (and fiercely hated) by the American people, and how his
presidency came to shape the young country’s character.
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